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Report Summary

84%
market potential (overall)

84%
market potential (in genre)

8.0
track rating

4.2
passion rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It combines the Track Rating and the
Passion Rating to give a definitive prediction of commercial success within the market. This is presented as a
percentage between 0% and 85%. You’re looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*
The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000 other tracks.
* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative success of a
single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.
The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all the reviewers’
ratings. This simply measures how “good” the track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).
Passion Rating is important and has a big impact on potential sales. It indicates the intensity with which Reviewers
liked your track compared to how they’ve liked other tracks; whether they thought it was OK, Liked, or Loved it. A low
passion rating doesn’t necessarily mean reviewers didn’t like the track; it may mean reviewers liked the track, but
didn’t like it enough to take it any further. The range is 0-10.
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84%

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It combines the
Track Rating and the Passion Rating to give a definitive prediction of commercial success
within the market. This is presented as a percentage between 0% and 85%. You’re looking
for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*
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The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over
100,000 other tracks.
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* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the
relative success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

In-Genre Classification

excellent

In-Genre Classification indicates where the track is positioned among thousands of other
tracks in its own genre, and thereby the track's commercial potential within this target market.
“Excellent”: Top 5% of all tracks in this genre
“Very good”: Top 15% of all tracks in this genre
“Good”: Top 30% of all tracks in this genre
“Above Average”: Top 60% of all tracks in this genre
“Average”: Bottom 40% of all tracks in this genre

Market Potential by Age Group
Age (years)

Market Potential (overall)

Age (years)

Market Potential (in genre)

16-24

82%

16-24

82%

25-34

82%

25-34

83%

35-44

80%

35-44

81%

Track Appeal

1.629
in genre

1.333

outside genre

The track appeal shows how much your track appealed to reviewers who expressed a
preference for the genre of your track (track appeal in genre rating), and for those who did
not express a preference for the genre of your track (track appeal outside genre rating). The
ratings are evaluated on a -5 to +5 point scale, with -5 indicating the reviewer really did not
like the song, 0 being neutral, and +5 indicating the reviewer really liked the song.

Sample Group
This is the group of 227 music fans and consumers who listened to your track online and left their track rating and
written review. Reviewers do not know they are conducting market research when they hear your track, which helps to
achieve honest and objective responses. The sample group is selected at random, since a diverse sample group of
reviewers is required to form a “smart crowd” and ensure an accurate Track Rating. Other information known about
these reviewers includes age, gender, employment status, location, and genre preferences.
Age (years)

Gender

16-24

50%

25-34

24%

35-44

26%

Male

41%

Female

59%

Overall Ratings

8.0

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all the
reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).

track rating

Passion Rating

4.2

Passion Rating is important and has a big impact on potential sales. It indicates the intensity
with which Reviewers liked your track compared to how they’ve liked other tracks; whether
they thought it was OK, Liked, or Loved it. A low passion rating doesn’t necessarily mean
reviewers didn’t like the track; it may mean reviewers liked the track, but didn’t like it enough
to take it any further. The range is 0-10.

Rating Distribution Overall
This graph shows how all the reviewers’ ratings of your track were distributed over our 0-10 point scale. Track Rating
simply measures how “good” the track is overall (not necessarily market potential). When combined with the Passion
Rating, it gives an accurate prediction of the Overall Market Potential for your track. Look for a minimum of 7.0 to
indicate a high quality track.
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Track Positioning Against 1,000 Other Tracks in Genre
This evaluates how your track compares against 1,000 other tracks of the same genre. Tracks are charted according
to their overall Track Rating and the consensus of opinion.
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Track Positioning Against 1,000 Major Label Releases
This evaluates how your track compares against 1,000 major label new release tracks. Tracks are charted according
to their overall Track Rating and the consensus of opinion.
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Review Analysis
Song Element Analysis
This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and identifies which elements of
your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced sentiment analysis technology to establish
whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative. This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements
of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud
This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their reviews. The larger
the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.
absolutely accompaniment

acoustic acoustics already alright amazing anyone appealing arrangement

beat beautiful

atmospheric attention audience average awesome backing balance balanced bass
beginning behind believe blend blended boring break bright brilliant broke builds buildup calming
catchy changed changes changing charming chimes choice chords chorus christian classic clean clear
clearly cliche completely confident connect continue cool country couple create creates dance days decent
deep delivered delivery depth deserves different dolls dramatic drums dynamic ease easily easy edge
effective effects effort electric elements else emotion emotional ending ends energy engaging enjoyable
everyone excellent experience expression fade fall falling fallout fantastic fast favorite feeling feelings feels
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happy hard harmony
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musician name natural next nicely note notes okay opening orchestra original outstanding pace pandora
particular past pause pauses peaceful percussion perfect performance perhaps person piano picked
picture pieces pitch plain playlist pleasant pleasing popular positive potential powerful pretty production
professional putting quality quick quiet radio range reading recommend record recording relate relax
relaxing repetitive rhythm rich rock romantic room said saying score sell sense serious share short

singer

show shuts signing similar simple simply
single skilled slow smooth soft solid solo
soothing soundtrack specific spot state station steady string strings strong stronger structure strumming
style sweet takes taking talent tell tempo thank thanks theme tone touching touchy transition tune
tuneful typical unique unoriginal upbeat usual variety verses vibe violin violins warm warming warmth
wedding wonderful wonderfully words world write writing years you're yourself

Artists Mentioned
These are the artists mentioned most frequently by reviewers in their reviews of your track.

Goo Goo Dolls

11 mentions

Daniel Bedingfield 1 mention
Nickelback

1 mention

OneRepublic

1 mention

Ronan Keating

1 mention

Taylor Swift

1 mention

Reviews
These are the comments provided by the 227 music fans and consumers who listened to your track online and left
their track rating and written review.
Female Age 29
Rating: 8

I loved this song! The music and singers voice flow perfectly together. The signers voice is
unique and not just some average person's voice. The lyrics are interesting and demand
your attention. I could imagine this song on the radio just like any other song that's out there
already. Would love to hear more from him.

Female Age 20
Rating: 10

Very beautiful song! I am in love with the lyrics! Sounds soooo much like my past
relationships and I feel like it will relate to a lot of people. Even though the lyrics are sad and
touching, it is still a feel-good kind of song and it comes off as a very sweet song. Not an
upbeat song but something I would listen to just hanging out or when I am feeling down and
need music to lift me up.

Female Age 45
Rating: 10

Somber opening with a sad feel to it. The vocals match, but the male vocalist has an
outstanding voice. He sings in a clear, crisp way and is perfectly on key. This song is pretty
much perfect. The lyrics are brilliant and the vocals are outstanding. The musical score adds
the most beautiful backdrop for the song. Excellent job!

Female Age 35
Rating: 7

I love how he jumps in with a swinging melody that is beautiful 'when love shuts the world out'
and then he stops, and the instruments take over. I feel like the instruments are in a hamock
and the world is spinning around it. The lyrics are awesome. The guitar is cool. But as I listen
to it, it doesn't sound too unique. He needs to come out of the mold a little more. When he
sings 'when I find the colors' he comes a little more out of the mold.

Female Age 24
Rating: 10

I love this beat. It caught my attention right off the bat. It made me interested. I love his voice!
It is so beautiful and honestly I didn't want the song to be over. The words are do pretty and
put together so beautifully! I love love love this song!

Female Age 26
Rating: 8

Very nice quality song. The male voice is beautiful atop of the melody and the lyrics are
heartwarming. The song is very well put together in a harmonic way. I like it a lot. His voice
sounds very good and the cymbals and guitars flow together nicely. Would like to hear more
from this artist.

Female Age 19
Rating: 4

I thought the music was too slow for my taste. The drumming was alright, and it kept up with
the pace of the guitar good. I liked the chords of the guitar, but not so much the lyrics. I found
the lyrics were repetitive and it sounded like the singer was whining. I think if the music and the
lyrics were faster pace I might have enjoyed the song more.

Male Age 37
Rating: 8

I really like the song because it's quite calm and I like the guitar playing in the background I
think it's great song It gives you a great majestic feeling when you listen to the song although I
had a second listening to the lyrics and there is too little of lyrics and they dont really make
sense to me. All that I can tell that its a love song. Im going to give this an 8/10. Well done.

Male Age 17
Rating: 8

This song was excellent. The music perfectly accompanied the vocals. This is a song I'd
definitely purchase and share with friends. The vocalist is on point with notes and I would
guess that hes a well known performer. Theres no question that this performer is going to
make a name for himself in the next couple of years.

Female Age 32
Rating: 6

The tune itself is somewhat fitting for the love song. I think that there should actually be more
lyrics to match the driving beat of the song. I like the voice of the singer when he is singing in
the lower octaves, but I think he loses his pitch a little when he sings higher. So either this
song needs more lyrics, or less drums.

Female Age 43
Rating: 10

Love the bigness of the instrumentation. It is very full. Lovely strings. The vocals are subtly
delivered, but his voice is sensational. He has a great tone to his vocal. Overall, I really
enjoyed this track, and I would highly recommend it to everyone that I know. You guys sound
very professional, and very competent, and I enjoyed it very much.

Male Age 18
Rating: 6

This isn't a bad song at all. It is very 'Goo Goo Dolls' and the band seems to have a lot of
potential with this song. It has a lot going on, very good drumming and guitar playing. A nice
steady beat with a decent singing voice and good lyrics. Overall a pretty good song!

Female Age 20
Rating: 9

A silent and slow instrument creates a chilling effect a different instruments add on. A mellow
voice begins to play, the lyrics being sung give a meaning or a story for listeners to be
entertained by. The accompaniment is full of instruments that mix with the vocals. The songs
recording quality sounds perfect to the ear, No haziness or any bad distortions, this makes
out for a perfect listening experience. This song is moving and makes me want to listen for
hours so keep doing what you are doing. Good work!

Male Age 21
Rating: 2

The guitar being used isn't my favorite part of the song as it just doesnt fit right. Also I hate
how the song i slow paced I usually hate slow paced songs like this and suggest it being
sped up a bit to make it better. On the other note the best part is the voice kind of.

Male Age 14
Rating: 8

The intro to the song is really powerful to me it comes with a loud beat. Also the intro gives
me a happy feeling I can relate to the song. The melody is also v th moving it fits right in with
the song. I can understand the lyrics well but it can be better. The rythem has a positive effect
on my feelings and gives me a spark of joy. The production and recording quality is good but
it can be a lot better with effort. The tuning is wonderful. I'm in love with the base in the song.
The pitch and range I can do without. The harmony went up in the intro of the song then
started to fade away throughout the song. The acoustics of the song were great I would love
to hear more of it. The voices are very bad but the lyrics are good.

Female Age 24
Rating: 10

I absolutely love the guitar in the beginning of the song. When the guy started singing I got
chills. Such a beautiful song! The lyrics are just breath taking. I could really see this song
being played on the radio. I could also see this being played at a bunch of Weddings. It has
such a soothing beat and the lyrics are a big part of that. I would love to share this song with
my family and friends. I feel as if they would have the same feelings about this song as me. I
thing this song could be a really big hit.

Male Age 24
Rating: 6

Very nice strumming pattern on the guitar. The string instruments are unique but they sound
great. The beat is consistent but nothing new from any other song. The lyrics are far too
normal, it is a generalized love song that is repetitive and boring. I think the chords could have
changed to a minor key during the sad parts of the song. The string instruments get annoying
and repetitive after a while, I can predict every pattern and chord change which is not good.

Male Age 21
Rating: 10

I like the sounds of the acoustics on this track. It has the vibe of a 90's Goo Goo Dolls
Acoustic/Alternative Rock style. This has the strong potential to become a radio single. The
strings also makes a good addition to support the track. The lyrics are very positive and can
also become a contender on adult contemporary or Christian rock radio stations because I
also get the vibe of Christian influence on this song.

Female Age 25
Rating: 9

I really think I enjoyed this song. It honestly sounded really beautiful. IT's one of those songs
you hear in those romantic movies and I just really love it. The tone of the artist is outstanding
and the guitar/violin/drum instruments being played in the background make the song sound
extra awesome.

Female Age 17
Rating: 7

I like the beginning guitar solo it really that's the tone for the song. And then how it mellowed
with the violins and other instruments a really worked together in harmony. I'm not a big
country fan but I really loved how the song played with different tones and harmonies. The art
is voice is very raspy in the tree and I could not see anyone else singing the song with this
amount of emotion. But saying that it kind of felt a little single note after a while, she needed
more range in different tones in his voice to keep up with the song. The music itself really had
a beautiful harmony with all of the instruments and how it worked with the artist but he needed
more on his part. I don't know if I can see this becoming a hit but it's a nice song.

Male Age 35
Rating: 8

Beautiful orchestra and instrumental selection at the introduction. The lead singer was also
fairly effective and charming. The strength of this song is the lively musical accompaniment.
The violins, percussion, guitar, and musical instruments were great. I could follow the song
easily and felt comfortable listening to this song. A very warm and comforting pop song. lot of
rich sound effects and background music. I think there is a market for this type of songs. As a
fan of classical music I really appreciate songs like this one. I felt the song was very artistic,
tasteful, mature, and classy. The tempo was just right.

Female Age 27
Rating: 10

I really loved this song. I listened to the whole thing! The beat, rhythm, and vocals are
smooth, and the song makes sense. I would put this on my playlist for work or background
music while reading. Vocals add a lot to this, but would be nice even without vocals, just
instrumental. I would probably buy an album. Great song and easy listening.

Female Age 36
Rating: 7

The guitar acts as a very great instrument to chose as an introduction. I really like how this
song is set up. Its a perfect in - between of slow and fast. Its a perfect combination of the two.
Something else that I really like about this song has to be the lyrics. I really like how unique
they are. And I also really enjoy how they are not extremely repetitive. Also, I really like how
this whole song came together. Every single aspect of this song plays a really big roll in the
overall picture.

Female Age 28
Rating: 8

This song is an amazing performance. The singer's voice is very expressive and you can get
a feeling for the effort put into the making. You can hear the many tones of his voice as well.
The melodic tune is pretty distinct and I've never heard anything like it in this genre of music.
The lyrics are heart-warming but they still feel a bit corny and cliche. However, instrumental
pieces in this song are very well done with a beautiful mix of both vocals and music.

Female Age 18
Rating: 10

I really like the slow guitar introduction it reminds me of a song ive heard before but i cant
think of what its called. very very good vocalist. hes got that youngness to his voice which is
beautiful. i could see myself singing along to this its amazingly beautiful. the verses are clean
and easy to understand and they make the story of the song. i really love this song.

Male Age 20
Rating: 8

Very unique style here. I'm not sure what genre this would be categorized in, so I guess that's
a good thing. It means that the song sounds really original which is really unique these days.
There's no song structure platform you're following to pursue popularity. You've created the
structure yourself, which is actually what writing music is.

Male Age 16
Rating: 9

Aww this was truly something special right here! Hear those picture perfect chords go on right
in sync with the singer and the rhythm of the drums as this song was really something unique!
I loved listening to those guitars just blend in perfectly well with the drums, very nicely done!
Awesome job guys!

Male Age 19
Rating: 9

I enjoyed the beginning. I thought it would be more of a sad and emotional song but it turned
out to be different. I liked the vocals, the pitch and the tone just went well with the song. I think
the guitar playing in the beginning was also nice. Overall, it's a nice song and it I believe it has
the potential to be something greater.

Female Age 15
Rating: 10

The guitar intro is very well done. It creates such a soft and beautiful sound. Then when the
other instrument comes in it creates something very appealing to the hear. The vocals are
amazing!!! I love how the lyrics are very easy to understand and they are so cool and
relatable. I like how the song isn't overwhelming with sound. I literally love this song so
much!!!!! This song could definitely be a hit. The chorus is beautiful! This is such a relaxing
song and the background music is perfect.

Male Age 20
Rating: 8

this is great. Love the singer. the singer could add some more expression which is lacking.
lyrics seem a bit bland. but a great song, definitely would buy. one more thing and thats the
chorus blends in with everything else, so im waiting for the actual song to start and its just the
chorus over again.

Female Age 27
Rating: 6

A slow start but it got so much better. A really beautiful lyric really set off by the melody which
all works beautifully together. You have a stunning voice, so soft but at the same time
powerful. I really liked this track but I think it's quite similar to a lot of other songs and I think it's
very "safe" without really doing anything different or new. I like it but I can't see it being a
massive hit simply because it's like a lot of other stuff musically.

Female Age 16
Rating: 6

The voice was soft and relaxing, as the tone and moving feeling was enough to make one
feel at ease. The guitar stringing and the softness make you really put yourself in the relaxing
melody that is this song. It is very sweet and very quiet. It has a lot of potential. You should go
professionally into this business.

Male Age 46
Rating: 7

The intro guitar sounded like something from 3doorsdown. The vocals are raw but polished.
One would probably expect more from the lyrics. The song has excellent harmony to keep a
listener tune in. The melody has some rock class. The weakest parts of this song seem to
come from the lack of rhythm especially the bass beats. I give this song a rating of 7. Overall
this song could appeal to listeners that are not really into soft rock.

Male Age 15
Rating: 8

I like the into and the way they use a the gutar. I can see this song being all over the radio in th
winter time. The song has a very melow and a little sad vib. I singer sounds like a angle and
you can tell he is singing from his heart. I can really conect to theys lyrics.

Male Age 18
Rating: 7

This song has a very nice soft melody. It fits in real well with the beat of the song. The singing
adds to the precise energy of the track. It soft and lethargic. However, it lacks much meaning
and energy. It does not give the audience that edge to explore the rest of the track beyond
the 90 seconds. I recommend adding more energy to the song.

Female Age 22
Rating: 9

True love was put into this record. "The fallout of love" is a real feeling that people can
probably heavily relate too. The lead singer's voice is sensual and serious. You can hear the
pain in his voice. I like how he relates the unbeauty of the world around him to his own
feelings. The new age sound in this selection is great. Tonality wise, the beat master toned
the music with ease so it sounds. I would like to hear "the fallout of love" on the airways.

Male Age 50
Rating: 8

Very nice guitar work at the beginning. Great melody. Then the rest of the music and vocals
come in and it's a very good blend of music and singing. The singer has a very nice voice,
strong and soft at the same time. Great melody too and he holds his notes well. Great pitch.
Lyrical content has high value as well. I think this is a good song with some good dynamics.

Male Age 25
Rating: 6

I didn't like this song at all. It's just not my type, sorry. I do have some positives to say, by the
way. The artist has a beautiful voice. It's very low and the confidence is there. The
instrumental - I have mixed feelings about. It's sounds good, but sounds plain at the same
time. The lyrics are by far the best part about this song.

Female Age 19
Rating: 10

I'm in love with the beginning or intro to this song. I'm the type of person who listens to music
depending on their mood and I'd listen to this if I was reading, taking a nice long bath, or just
for listening to in my room. The vocals are absolutely amazing. They are more amazing then
some of the professional singers that are on the radio. I love the lyrics, they speak so much
emotion and it can definitely hit someone in the right spot depending on how they feel. I'm
giving this song a 10 but I would give it so much more had it been a option. Keep writing
because I would definitely love to here your stuff on the radio, and see it in concerts. Good
luck!

Female Age 22
Rating: 9

The guitar intro to this song is played and written well. I can almost visualize it being played.
The vocals of this song are beautiful and blend wonderfully with the guitar. This song has
strong presence and body that makes me emotionally feel it. The lyrics of this song are
relate-able and would be easy to learn and would be fun to sing a long too. All of the
backgrounds are written nicely together.

Female Age 46
Rating: 8

I love the guitar solo at the beginning of this song. It is very beautiful. I love the way the other
instruments are added after the guitar solo. Very nicely done. The man's voice is very
pleasant. The drum beat is excellent. I would love to hear this song on the radio. Lost love is
a great story for a song and this man definitely shows emotion while singing about his past
love. The fallout of love is a nice phrase. I have very much enjoyed this song.

Female Age 25
Rating: 9

The introduction is very smooth and warm feeling. It takes a little long for it to begin. First
verse blended in nicely with the flow of the beat. The melody is very memorable. The beat of
the song connects well with the meaning of the song. His vocals are warm heartfelt, and
unique. I love how he has a different deep but appealing tone to his voice. The instrumental
was well balanced and smooth. It gave off a positive energy. The song was clear to
understand. The artist sang with a little meaning in his voice which made this song very
pleasing. This song made me feel his emotions. I got into the words he sang and they hit
deep. I think there is a nice meaning to this song. The lyrics were inspiring meaningful , and
heartwarming. I think the artist is talented and has a lot of potential. His vocals were natural as
if he didnt have to put much effort into what he was doing.This song made me feel relaxed
and in tuned to what he was saying. I really enjoyed listening to this song.

Female Age 27
Rating: 9

The lyrics and the vocals are so on point. He is sings to amazing ! the color of the suns and
fall out of love are amazing descriptions of his love for someone . as I was listening to the
lyrics was thinking of my father that passed 2 years ago. With the lyrics he seemed to be
talking about a love he as missing or someone special . his elements of the track are so on
point . his vocals are strong as well as the instruments

Female Age 22
Rating: 8

Wow. You are really talented. It is a beautiful job! I love the instrument! And your tone,
melody, and vocals are so soothing! i love the lyrics, I can connect to it. Also the amazing
work on the whole aspect. It works well together. You are a very skilled person to be singing
this song.

Male Age 16
Rating: 7

I like how it opens with a nice smooth guitar and some nice violin. The melody is very calming
and the vocals just go great together with the other pieces of this composition. The
persuasions do a great job of aiding the other aspects of the song. I especially enjoy the way
this song flows and would give it something like a seven out of ten because I don't usually
hear things like this and it is not bad.

Female Age 33
Rating: 10

I like the beginning of the song. Music is beautiful and well played. The guys voice is amazing.
I love the tone to his voice. It makes my heart melt. He has an awesome tone and just overall
good voice. I love the words to the song as well. I would listen to this song over and over
again

Female Age 36
Rating: 4

I found the instrumental accompaniment to be very plain and simple. The artist has a nice
voice but the lyrics are plain and the tempo makes the song seem too dragged out and slow
for my liking. The lyrics might work a lot better if the pace were picked up a bit.

Male Age 14
Rating: 9

This song had a peaceful guitar and string instrument part which made it very sad at the start.
The vocals were good and confident and the rhythm of the song was good. I enjoyed this
song because of the style. The harmonies were nice and the instrumental was exciting and
tuneful. The vocals were a little unpredictable with the tune but this added to the piece.

Female Age 35
Rating: 7

I like the song, it has a similarity to that song titled "iris". I like the orchestra backing, it makes
the song dramatic, melodic and atmospheric. this could be in a movie soundtrack, or even in
a tv show too. The artist sounds great in this song. This could be a hit to any age group of
listeners. he song is very desirable, could be some peoples choice of theme song of their
lives. The song is kind of short though, that kind of makes the song anti climatic. I can listen to
this in the radio everywhere, in schools, or in parties the slow dancing part.

Male Age 25
Rating: 7

This is a pretty interesting and even elegant record; that is certainly what exactly on my
opinion in the very first time that I heard this unique music. The harmony and the groove are
very superb, the artist did very good work for the melody. This song has powerful and also
uncomplicated beat. I believe it is a great music by skilled musician. The arrangement on the
verse element is overly simple and I believe the artist should fix that. Overall this is a
fascinating music, using solid melody filled with dynamic from the vocalist. The musician are
designed amusing lyric and I do believe that's necessary to build fascinating lyric this way.
The following song features very good chance that should be popular and could be a hit, its
sounds similar to well known record while I just heard the song.

Male Age 25
Rating: 8

Nice easy intro sets up the lyrics well. The short vocal intro stops for to long after it's initial
introduction makes it a bit awkward. Clear vocal quality, with strong lyrics. A good melody that
creates a good picture. Has potential to be fairly popular but not a chart topper. The
particular style might have made this song a lot more popular about five years ago. Still
overall a really good song.

Male Age 17
Rating: 8

Very nice guitar intro to the song. I thought this was going to be a track I didn't particularly
enjoy, but you blew me away with those lyrics. Very heartwarming and very sentimental, it
almost reminds me of The Script, if I were to compare it to a more mainstream act. You
should open for OneRepublic or The Script, I think a lot of people would enjoy this track. It's
very lovely, and it would drive girls crazy in a good way. It can easily be mistaken for "just
another love song" but you can tell you're putting a lot of thought into those lyrics and really
speaking to a person in this track. Great work!

Female Age 20
Rating: 9

Opening very nice, pleasant, and soft. Great transition of the violin and other elements. The
vocalist is nice as well. However their introduction seems a little sudden, I felt it didn't tradition
well. The song is very pleasant, and I really enjoy the lyrics, however the way some of the
lyrics are delivered sound mildly out of place. I really enjoy the way you pronounce the "sun",
"gone", I feel it gives the song a really nice edge. Or it even gives it a really distinctive feel,
the type of thing that would allow anyone to hear this song and go "OH I KNOW THIS
SONG/ARTIST!". This is definitely the type of song that would be put on my personal playlist,
as the music is nice, and the vocals are pleasant.

Male Age 44
Rating: 8

When love shuts the world down. That right there was heart warming and for that could be
your next new hit. Then scars from days I can't remember which describes the hardships of
life due to love and loses which is just about everyone's life so if you are reading this nice
work and I wouldn't be surprised to see it on the radio. The sound of the drums is smoothing
to the ears with the back ground music nice work. This track is smoothing and rocky at the
same time it has a variety of instruments along with the singing and it really makes the next
big thing.

Female Age 37
Rating: 8

This track is nice I love the voice. It is very uplifting with the lyrics. The drums are subtle yet
they keep a great beat to have faith. A great song to put on and get a feel good mood or an
inspiration. I love the instrumental break with the guitar, the vocals carry you to a better place!

Female Age 22
Rating: 10

Googoo dolls feel to the song. I love the guitar and I love the sound of the lead vocals. The
lyrics have a depth to them that causes me to want to know the story behind them-don't
change them. This song is spectacularly done. Instruments are perfect. The vocals are
perfect. The lyrics are perfect. All adding up to a great sound. One minor thing, the tone
changes in a few parts of the song seem unnecessary, the song is already dramatic in telling
the story. The ending is also a little abrupt, smooth that out a little. Otherwise, fantastic piece.

Male Age 24
Rating: 7

I swear i've heard this beautiful song before! Great vocals,again the guitar playing, the
calming vocals will get this guy somewhere in the world. Unlike that punk scremo music. He
seems to know what he is doing with his music career. It sounds smooth (not rough) The
music actually makes since when listening to the lyrics. Im going to rate this song a 7.

Male Age 39
Rating: 10

I was pleased to listen to this song it had a great start and kept me listening to the entire song
throughout. the melody was soft and that made me feel the emotion behind the song. The
instrumental was just right for this song. The vocals was understandable and never once did I
hear anything that I find irritating. Thank you for the opportunity to listen to a really good song.

Female Age 36
Rating: 8

i like the somber and melancholy sound of the guitar and it really does harmonize with the
vocals extremely well. I am loving the words in the lyric, and i can make them out too and
hear them clearly! This sounds and feels like a song that i would in fact play often. The
general sound quality of the song and the recording sounds professional and solid. The lyrics
also seem to be actually making sense and saying something meaningful, and it seems as
though you can really feel the energy from it too. The instrumentals are incredibly well put
together. i really hope that this song gets played often on the radio, i think it will make people
feel better

Male Age 22
Rating: 10

This is the most amazing song that I have ever heard. The vocals are amazing the singer
really Express his inner feelings. The beat comes to life throughout the song making it
wonderful. I would definitely recommend this to each and every person in the world, because
this is a amazing song. I give it 10 out of 10 on the music scale and would definitely
recommend this to major record labels.

Female Age 15
Rating: 10

Soft, mellow music creates a calming atmosphere. New tones are added, a second guitar
and drums. Vocalist has a clear, beautiful voice. A ballad-esque theme is involved in the
song. New verses with unique lyrics keep listener excited about the song. Lyrics are easy to
understand and follow throughout the song. Lyrics leave room for interpretation of the listener.
Song is somewhat sad but remains with a hopeful attitude. The melody of the song is
memorable without being annoying and syrupy. Harmonic parts of the song are beautifully
crafted and fit together within the song. Lyrics reflect thought and experience from the writer.

Female Age 52
Rating: 9

Nice short introduction. Vocals are very strong -- rich and melodic, with a little huskiness that
this reviewer appreciates. Arrangement has good pacing, is varied and interesting. This song
has layers and complexity. The lyrics are engaging and tell a story. Nice hook. Strong
commercial potential. I'd spend money on it.

Female Age 16
Rating: 7

This has a great sound. I love the acoustics, and the percussion can in at just the right time
and blended perfectly with the guitar as the rhythm picked up. A sound like this has so much
potential, and can be beautiful when paired with the right lyrics. With the right words this song
could pack serious impact. The problem is, I feel as though the lyrics were all over the place,
and didn't tie together well. They felt a little forced, as if you didn't believe what you were
saying like you didn't really feel it. I didn't believe or feel it.

Male Age 38
Rating: 10

Cool acustic intro, kind of a haunting feel to it! I enjoyed the structure of the song. Drumming
was pretty decent ala Zeppelin in areas. Lyrically, not too bad-nothing offensive which is
always a plus. Kept my interest all the way through though which can't hurt for air play. The
instumental background parts are neat. I think they have a future with success if they find new
ways of arranging their songs and keep including non-offensive lyrics too.

Male Age 17
Rating: 9

This track is excellent its the best ive seen so far, but there are a few minor things that i think
should be changed. like the sounding of it i think it should be a higher and better bass and the
song should go on longer then it is. but ill give this song a 9 for the effort on it

Male Age 15
Rating: 9

I really like the flaw of the songs its starts off really slowly and gently than it gets more better
and better the mood of the song is smooth and gentle for the listener. The song could be
played on a date or in clubs when couples dance together. The song is slow but not too slow
because otherwise it would be a boring song. I would rate the song 10/10 if it had more
sounds to make it more lively for us to listen too I think that adults would really like this song
as it looks like its targeted at them. I don't think it would suit teenagers this days mabye some
could like it.

Female Age 26
Rating: 8

The vocals on this song are great. This artist has a sultry voice that goes great with this song.
I love the melody. This song can and will be a hit. The band is amazing. I love the
instrumentals and how the song flows together. This is a feel good track. The song has great
tempo and has incorporated the different instruments into the song in a great way. The violin
gives the song a good feel and its easy on the ears. This is a song that would be great for
individuals in the mood to listen to music pertaining to love. The song length was just right.

Female Age 24
Rating: 8

So far so calming and sweet, its nice. Well just nice. Not very professional sounding, a very
natural voice isn't always the best either. Very good song though, definitely beautiful. Sounds
like a very loving song, something to play at a wedding or something. which is quite sweet. i
like it! i don't think there should be any changes made here. forget what i said earlier. its truly
beautiful!! Very colorful and charming, sweet and cute. nice and loving. i enjoyed listening to
this. definitely a must download for me! how darling. like the vocals, rhythm, indie work, pop
musical preform, nice quality.

Female Age 19
Rating: 5

The intro acoustic guitar was very soothing even with its simple chords used. The vocalist
himself is very good and I personally like the little raspiness I hear. The instrumental track is
put together very well and I like how the tempo changes throughout the song. The lyrics are
nothing new really and that disappointed me a bit, but it was still soothing to listen to. As I
continued listening to it, it reminded me a bit of the goo goo dolls and james blunt from the
90s. Which are artists I like, but I think the sound is too similar.

Male Age 22
Rating: 6

The instrumental built up strongly to the main melody. The vocals were strong, clear and on
key throughout the song. Halfway through the song, there was a good transition into the
bridge. Unfortunately, the rhythm was quite repetitive and the melody did not stick out, making
the song dull. Overall, I enjoyed it, but it was not that memorable for me

Male Age 20
Rating: 8

This song is very beautiful it inspires me to sing, its vivid clear and striking chords in my heart.
the lyrics are glowing and piercing. the lead singers voice is strong and smooth. the strings
are arranged well and the drum is steady and pulsing along like a heartbeat as the love flows
through the lead singers voice. i was immediately swept away and enveloped in the sound in
the most curiously pleasing way

Female Age 20
Rating: 10

I love love LOVE this song. In the beginning it sounds like a very calm, sweet country song like
Love Story by Taylor Swift, but this song is so laid back and emotional. This would be a top
hit for a little bit. It would definitely get a word out for this artist/band. His voice and the choice
of chords is very soothing. I'm not an emotional person, but this might actually bring me to
tears. I'm so upset it's over now. I want to hear more!

Female Age 19
Rating: 9

As I listen to this I feel like the beat is a romantic beat. I liked it a lot. The content and elements
were on point and the lyrics were very nice. His voice was very nice to hear. I think I could
see myself listening to this here and there. This might be something that I could see coming
up on pandora. This is not usually the type of music that I go for but its good.

Female Age 51
Rating: 10

Guitar in this song is exceptional along with the violin, lyrics, singing and drums. I would listen
to this song 1000 times every day if i could. I am rating it 10 because that is what this song
deserves. I enjoy listening to the voice of this singer mixed with the background music and
instruments. Thank you for showing me this beautiful song.

Female Age 23
Rating: 9

The beat is very soft and reminds of me u2. Very nice melody. The guy who is singing is also
talented. I could listen to this day or night. Its very versatile and has meaning behind it. Very
nice choice of lyrics. The guitar is my favorite, its perfect withthe instrumental I would definitely
listen to it again.

Male Age 21
Rating: 5

Starts off with a slow beat and is kinda nice. The artist voice inst to bad with the beat. But later
into the song the lyrics start to not make sense. The beat is good making the song okay. The
sounds are a good mix. overall is an okay song to listen to. For my taste i wouldnt really listen
to it again just didnt really connect to it.

Male Age 35
Rating: 8

wow! beautiful song. the melody is outstanding. the intro is nice and smooth. the song itself is
very enchanting and takes you away. I really like the fact that it's live instrumentation. the
vocalist has a crystal clear delivery making it easy to get swept away. excellent guitar play.
wonderful blend of instruments. this is a nice production from front to back.

Female Age 38
Rating: 7

The introduction was nice but a little slow and too soft. Guitars could've been louder and
brought out more. The singer did have a unique tone to his voice. However that song never
really got started it was too slow. He needed more dynamics throughout the song. His vocal
range seems limited. I don't see this doing well on the radio today. However the singer shows
promise with a better song. Melody throughout the song was average. I wouldn't listen to the
song on the radio. Instruments used in the song we're good guitar playing was nice.

Male Age 19
Rating: 9

This song is one of those songs youd take your dog out to the beach and just play fetch with
him for a good hour. This song is good. It has a nice beat. The lyrics sound like a good
storyline. It makes people feel good. I usually font like country music. I also usually dont feel
any emotion in the songs but in this song I cn feel the mans pain he is going through. You can
feel the emotion through his lyrics. He rally expresses his lyrics very well by adding certain
words to them that goes straight for someones heart.

Male Age 17
Rating: 5

This songs instrumental is like a guitar instrumental which isnt bad.the guys vocals are soft
and nice and the melody is slow and peaceful.the harmony on this song makes you have a
good mood and suits the instrumental. The production is also smooth.this is the sort of song
you would listen to on a nice sunny morning,thats the sort of impression it gives.

Male Age 24
Rating: 8

I love the guitar at the start i think it will need a it more tuning then it is at the moment. Also
don't they have more strings then that. I love the drums in the background. What i also love
about this soundtrack is the vocals of the man. I think that this would be a great sosundtrack
for a movie with a sad ending.

Male Age 23
Rating: 10

theres not many songs out there that sound as good as this one.this song is different from all
the others. this song is cool.this song is amazing.i like the way this song is played.the sound
the guitar makes in this song sound very soothing.the guitar sounds easy and well played it
goes with the others that are being played,the artist voice is perfect in this song im not
exactly sure what all to say about this song because everything about this song sounds
amazing and perfect.

Female Age 22
Rating: 9

Right now I am tired and the beginning of this song was slow and made me want to fall
asleep but after he starts to sing it makes you listen to the lyrics. He sings how the days go
by fast and it is a Christian song. Very nice melody. The colors of the sun are falling faster
with you God and he doesn't know why. This song was short but it had good lyrics but I'm not
sure what they meant. I think that I would have to listen to the song again. But it is a wonderful
slow Christian song.

Female Age 16
Rating: 7

I really like how deep and touchy the music is, but i reckon the lyrics of the song could have
been deeper to match with the music. The song should have been more of like *music* for
about a few seconds and start the song after.... Overall i wouldn't skip this song on my shuffle
playlist so pretty good.

Female Age 15
Rating: 7

I love the beginning, and the singers voice is beautiful. but after he finishes singing the first bit
try put some higher pitch instruments in the instrumental to give effect? Maybe the chimes
would do it? I think that there should be a part of the track where the music is stripped back
and the singer does a bit for himself to show his talent, it only has to be like one line and
repeat it a few times, perhaps 'and i dont know why' could be it? or he could do a whole
verse with limited music to keep people getting bored of the song quickly, its a great song.
good luck!

Female Age 16
Rating: 8

A slow guitar intro transforming into a mini orchestra followed by a deep male voice. What
could better? I don't know) Everything was worth listening and I don't regret spending my time
here thanks to such songs. One thing - be more confident at the chorus, really. Unfold your
voice, I know you can.

Female Age 31
Rating: 10

Very beautiful song. I loved it from the moment it started. Vocals are wonderful. He reminded
me of the singer for Tonic. I could see this band going places. The lyrics are lovely and the
instrumentals are amazing. Would love to hear more from this band. This track lacked
nothing! Everything was perfect!

Female Age 67
Rating: 8

Great song, could be a hit. Was a great assortment of instruments that sounded wonderful
together. The singer's voice was very pleasant to listen to, but I did not care very much for
the lyrics, they did not tell a smooth story. Had a great start to the song, and a great ending,
as far as the music went.

Male Age 23
Rating: 8

This music reminds me of the blues because the beginning is very saddening and the singer
starts the song with a sad voice. The guitar backing up the singer is great along with the
percussion. This music is very instrumental. It makes me feel like in reaching out for
something but you can't reach it.

Female Age 37
Rating: 5

This song doesn't have enough words. I like the music composition,but I don't understand the
story of what he is portraying. It's too much music more than singing. He says the same thing
over and over...There needs to be a story to follow in the music. He needs to be more
melodic and have more emotions in the song.

Male Age 24
Rating: 7

Nice simple intro to the song, very much reminds me of the goo goo dolls. Cool use of drums
on the rhythm and the guitar really adds another dimension to this song. The singer sounds
good, really believe in the song with him singing although I do think this is something my mum
would like more! I could happily listen to more of this but probably wouldnt go out of my way
to listen to it.

Female Age 19
Rating: 8

I love the fade in of a violin (?) in the beginning, it allowed me to guess what type of song I
was about to listen to. The lyrics are emotional but well written, though I did not like the last
couple words of the chorus because they seemed out of place and not like a full thought. The
music went along well with the chorus but sometimes it seemed out of sync. Overall it was a
good tragic love song.

Female Age 24
Rating: 10

I like the lyrics and how the song is very flowy! I think this song is great to listen to when you
need to relax and calm down. It is very motivational and very natured. The voice was very
nice and had great vocals. The tune of the song wasn't annoyed but was very catchy. I have
the lyrics stuck in my head now lol! I think an instrumental version of this would be awesome
aswell.

Female Age 42
Rating: 3

I found this track to be formulaic and mediocre overall. The slick production, over the top
lyrics give it away; like, we've all heard this song before. The song has an okay melody but
the production is distracting, particularly the strings in the background and drum work. A more
sparse, organic approach would work better.

Female Age 39
Rating: 8

The melody is nice and calming. The sound of the gentleman's voice is soft tone with a deep
undertone. It's has an optimistic message with a semi-melancholy approach that ends with a
romantic vibe. The music will make you sway back and forth slowly, with closed eyes and
gives good thoughts of missing someone or past shared memories. It is a song of peace.
Although it did not completely blow me away, it did however, take me to a peaceful, serene
place, away from reality that I haven't revisted in a while.

Female Age 32
Rating: 9

I loved this song.. song relaxed and smooth! great vocals as well!! I loved the lyrics! you can
tell this artist put time and dedication to this song! I great vibes and energy as well! Would
love to hear this song one day on the radio as im driving on a great day!

Female Age 30
Rating: 10

I love this song!! It's perfect for weddings and would make an excellent soft rock song. It's
very smooth and relaxing feeling. The music and lyrics go excellent together. The vocals are
right on key! This song would be perfect for soundtracks as well! The vocals are all in tune.
The writer of this song most certainly has a very bright future in the music industry.

Male Age 32
Rating: 8

I really like his voice, the instrumental was pretty good it was overall a pretty good song, I
especially liked it when it got more into it. Overall really good! The only thing I didn't like was
how slow the whole song was, a little more speed would be much better!

Female Age 26
Rating: 10

The melody is very beautiful. Very soothing. I love the guys voice as well. I love hearing the
drums in the background. I believe this song would be a number one hit. I really like this song.
His sound is familiar as someone who is really into 2000s Rock. The lyrics are also very
beautiful.

Female Age 24
Rating: 3

I like the intro of the song very warming and welcoming. I like the lyrics and vocalist voice and
I think its a good song. But it can use a lot more explanation to the song and more lyrics. It
was kind of plan I liked the song though but it has potentental but it wasn't bad. could use
more effort in to the song to...

Male Age 35
Rating: 6

Good song. Instruments don't overshadow the vocals. Has a Goo Goo Dolls feel to it. I could
see this song used in any number of movie soundtracks. I would only say that the song was a
pretty much the same all the way through and lacked a little climax in the vocals.

Male Age 14
Rating: 9

I really enjoyed this song because the beat and the lyrics are very catchy. The artist's voice
has a calming sound to it. But on the other hand the only thing that was not very good that it
seemed like a very short song so over all I really enjoyed the song.

Male Age 33
Rating: 6

The solos in your song are repetitive, try shortening them if not changing them up. The lyrics
are very clear, if a bit cheesy, and cliche. The chorus is catchy and the meter of the chorus is
very apt. The rhythmic quality of your lyrics are great. The high note you try to hit could
certainly be better. I would not change the instrumental portions of your song, apart from the
solo I mentioned above. Your melody was fairly plain and unoriginal sounding. Despite all
this, your song was clearly developed with high production values and professionalism.

Male Age 20
Rating: 10

The acoustic sound was really something brilliant. At first, I was expecting to hear a female
vocalist come in but I was completely taken by surprise. Now that's not a bad thing at all, the
male voice actually suits the song and the tone perfectly. He is a really good singer, never
out of tune or key and really puts a lot of emotion and power into his words, almost as if they
were directly from the heart and improvised. The musical and melodic part was well written.
All of the instrument and sounds and various melodies going on really blended together well
and that's a really hard thing to get right, let alone perfect like you did. Honestly, this type of
music isn't really my cup of tea but hey, good music is good music and this song was great. It
moved me in a way that I have found surprisingly rare, especially with a genre like this. But
this did a really good job at touching my heart with it's sound and it's tone and it's powerful yet
simple lyrics. I really hope that this is found and discovered and made big because if there's
anything the music industry needs, it's breakthrough and original songs like this. Outstanding
job.

Female Age 22
Rating: 10

The melody of the song started out soft and sweet and slowly changed as he sang, which I
found fitting. It became faster and stronger as his voice carried on. The lyrics of the song are
saddening, to me seeming to be about the love fading between two people for only one side,
leaving the one in love in a depressed state. Its a beautiful song, and I feel that it will become
a hit, definitely among country lovers.

Female Age 29
Rating: 8

The intro sounded great. It was very motivational. The instruments in the background were
very balanced. The vocal melody is very tuneful. I like the vocals but would like to hear the
singer hit more notes. The vocals were a little to expressionless at times. The lyrics are very
meaningful. Overall, the song was very inspiring.

Female Age 19
Rating: 6

I'm wondering if this song would be more interesting if the lyrics had more dept? The melody
is a little typical & the chorus needs more edge. I've heard a lot of songs like this in this genre,
this song needs something to make it stand out more. The singers voice is very soft and gets
lost in the instruments as well.

Male Age 23
Rating: 6

Has a 90s feel to the music and voice. I like the musical build up to the chorus. That being
said it seems to fall flat in the chorus. The voice doesn't seem to express the emotion behind
the words at that point in the song. The interlude seems to be lacking some kind of support
from an instrument.

Female Age 24
Rating: 7

this song starts off with feeling, just in the short musical introduction. the lyrics them selves are
meaningful. they are about love and falling in and out of love and how he really feels. I can
relate to every thing he is singing. his voice is soft and gentle and suits this track wonderfully.
the musical interlude in the middle of the song is nice and adds to the feelings being
portrayed in this song. the guitar sounds amazing and themusic and vocals have an equal
balance between the two so that not one is more ppowerful than the other. it has a gentle feel
to it. soft. meaningful. the melody was flowing nicely and all aspects blended welltogether. iI
could see that as a top contender in the love songs category,and may be even being played
on a soft and contemporary radio station. I would listen to it. it brought back memories of my
past and my life that serves as a reminder to how much I have loved, lost and grown and that
life goes on, even through the happiest and safest parts of your life. well done.

Male Age 17
Rating: 8

This work holds itself together very well, presenting a great sense of fulfilment. There is no
empty space, quite a lot to hear out for and generally very enjoyable. The violins particularly
complemented the strumming in the guitar when it came in, which was pleasant. I found that a
voice in a lower register could have presented some contrast to the piece overall, and this is
the downside of it. To place a work like this out of the lot, to really make it shine out, a low
voice would have added more texture, more tumult and therefore more life to the work. The
harmonies between the bass, the violin and the guitar were also effective towards this sense
of completion and holding itself together.

Male Age 21
Rating: 8

It's a nice relaxed song. There's a lot of open room in the song which can either be viewed as
a good or bad thing. The vocals are very nice. Overall, the song is very nice. The chorus
doesn't really go where I thought it would go. That's not a bad thing, just stays very mellow the
whole song! I'm sure that is a vibe a lot of people would enjoy.

Female Age 36
Rating: 8

This song is a good relaxing type of music. It combines the perfect mixture of love and
realization of change. You can almost feel him suffering. Everyone goes through it once so
most people can relate. I think the instrumental use of high notes gave the song a nice touch.
It would be a good song to play on the radio if I heard it.

Male Age 25
Rating: 3

Intro acoustic guitar and stringed instruments bring a warm balance. The vocal melody is
moving. The musical interlude doesn't sit well with me, I don't feel how it fits into the song. As
the song moves on I'm having more trouble putting the pieces together. It is my opinion the
artists is putting to many pieces together and is now clouding the song which is making the
melody slightly difficult to find.

Female Age 21
Rating: 10

This song is really awesome ! A lot of songs now day in age really dont have meanings. This
so g reminds me so much of myself! Love the beat and as well as the singers voice . Very
calm song with so mych meaning in behind it! I would forsure have this song on my playlist !
Love it

Female Age 18
Rating: 5

The beginning beat is nice. It reminds me of like a Nickelback song, which i enjoy very much.
Your voice flows very well with the guitar and your melody is spot on. The tone of this song is
very mellow and i like that. there is strange pauses in the middle though where i felt like you
should have been singing. and much as im enjoying the music in the background im not really
sure what the song is even about.

Female Age 17
Rating: 9

its soothing and calm. they remind me of the goo goo dolls. They're elegant and quirky, and it
just makes you want to listen to more. Its light and a happy song, with lyrics of meaning. its
romantic and meaningful, its gentle and gives you a carefree feeling, its the kind of song that
lets you be yourself

Female Age 23
Rating: 8

I love this type of music. Sounds very original and the guys voice match this type of music. I
believe love is a theme that never gets old and people can write a thousand songs about
love but its personal when it comes from someone you love. Putting meaning into a song is
everything. Great job artist!

Male Age 18
Rating: 4

The guitar at the beginning is simple, but still aesthetic. The vocalist comes in and is also
rather average. This whole song seems rather generic. One thing that irritates me is how the
vocalist ends every line rather abruptly. Other than that downside, this song is the epitome of
average. It's just so typical in both melody and rhythm that I'd have to give it a 4/10

Female Age 43
Rating: 9

very relaxing in sound at the start of the song. The singers and well with the background of
this song. I liked the song. I can understand the whole lyrics and the it all blended in well with
the music. I highly would hear this song again and let other people know.

Male Age 19
Rating: 5

It is almost confusing, he is singing about love it sounds as but the beginning beat and flow
bring a sudden sadness to you. His voice is mellow and relaxing but the guitar and back
round music bring a sort of rush of mix emotions that almost creates me to dislike the song. I
do not know which direction to take. I think if the melody had a little bit more of a quiet happier
flow it would cause the song to bring out better internal emotions to help people connect
more with the singer. his lyrics are almost a little confusing to me but he still has a catchy
voice.

Male Age 20
Rating: 7

Taking someone back to a moment, time or place in life is difficult to accomplish in a song.
But this song does just that. The words bring back specific memories and emotions from
specific times in life. From the descriptive lyrics to the catchy lyrics, this hooks you. There are
a couple short instrumental breakdowns that break up the music and hold the listener's
attention. The guitars, drums and piano create a great foundation that the vocals can sit.
Overall great track!

Female Age 26
Rating: 7

I enjoyed the gentle strumming of the guitar in the beginning and then comes a little faster and
mood changing. I like the lyrics and melody in this song. The vocals are great and I would love
to hear more from this artist. This song is inspirational for love and I think it can relate to many
people in different situations. Great song.

Female Age 15
Rating: 6

Great buildup and accoustics. Would like to hear more of the bass and beats, perhaps
percussion or something in the back. The buildup is a little slow, maybe a nice hook would
make it sound better. Very nice to the ears. Nice payoff at the end of the song, though!
Sounds great, a lot of potential for this song.

Male Age 14
Rating: 6

The intro made me think about life a lot this is a meaningful song. Its almost making me sad.
the vocals are decent their should be 2 singers in the song. It somehow takes me back to
when i watched twilight that love feeling that everybody gets. the instruments were all mixed
therefore i cant explain that part of the song. Personally i wouldn't want to listen to this song
its not enough for me.

Male Age 22
Rating: 9

The acoustics in the first 20 seconds of the track make for an exciting entrance. A tone
sounds like a younger Johnny Reznick and has lyrics that are impressively catchy. "When
you don't believe in anything broken beautiful" _ the portrayal to of the struggle to find the
beauty in heartbreak and the fallout of love in ones life that so clearly has depressed. You
can feel the hurt in the artist voice and makes for a track easy to relate to.

Female Age 33
Rating: 10

From the second this song started I wanted to listen. Im a sucker for an acoustic sounding
song. Also I have to say this song REALLY reminded me of Goo Goo Dolls. I mean that in the
best way possible. I look GGD! I really really enjoyed this quite a bit. Id love to hear more
from this artist/group. Clear, clean vocals. Nice musical arrangement.

Female Age 38
Rating: 7

The song starts off instrumental with the guitar very soft. The song is good for couples, the
want to sit out and gaze at the stars. It shows what love can do to a couple. How you long for
a person. I love the song, it's very soft and easy to listen to.

Female Age 21
Rating: 9

Listening to this song it makes me feel very calm and wanting to relax and continue to listen. It
has a very calming tone to the song and the male voice is also very relaxing to listen to. The
song talks about love walking out and sounds like the singer is trying to find new love. The
song is very well written and I would love to hear this song be on the radio.

Male Age 18
Rating: 7

Very goo goo dolls-esque. I love the cord voicing of the first minor chord you play. The lyrics
weren't the best they could be but they weren't boring or unoriginal either.I feel like the chorus
could be a little stronger, maybe something dynamically needs to change and that part. I think
I would do without the strings. They just make the song sound a little bit cheesy. Guitar sounds
great though. Good performance by the lead singer.

Male Age 13
Rating: 9

This song sounds pretty cool. I like the instruments used it in. This song sounds like a religious
love song. I would probably like to listen to this song in the car. I don't know who sings it but I
would like to know! This song deserves a 9/10. The song's name might be called 'The Fallout
of Love'.

Female Age 25
Rating: 9

o my gosh I like the sound track. the lyrics are just right the person singing the song did a
really great job. its amazing, I cant wait for it to come out I want to listen to it more. my sister
even like it. keep up your work I like it.

Female Age 22
Rating: 9

I loved the background music when the introduction first started, it was soft and sweet and
does give you goose bumps, and then he starts signing and its amazing, his voice is just so
perfect, there is nothing at all wrong with this song, I have nothing bad to say, the chorus is
right on key, the background instrumentals are beautifully played. the colors of the sun, such
a perfectly played song. this song was distinctive and memorable.

Male Age 19
Rating: 7

Has a good rhythm. The vocals are alright but could use a little range because it sounds like
the artist is talking through the song. That does work sometime but with a song with a tune like
this it would feel much better with a bit of range in vocals and soul with this.

Male Age 24
Rating: 9

The music was great, and the piano had a calming essense, then other instrumentals came
in the music builded up from a calming one to a more epic music. The beat was very good
and the singer was keeping up the pace of the instrumental which was very good. The cons is
if they added more chorus into it it would be good and maybe increase the bass of the
instrumental, but overall it was a great song.

Female Age 31
Rating: 8

Love the guitar intro. Made me think of freshman by verve pipe. Voice is amazing very
delicate and easy flowing. The beat to the music is great very settle but made to be heard. I
like the pause in the song to go back to the instruments. Very good story line with that lyrics.

Male Age 19
Rating: 5

The guitar melody in the beginning is intriguing and leads well into the soft, sad vocals. Th
lyrics are a bit sad and hard to interpret. There doesn't seem to be much as far as content to
this song. IT seems to be mostly a filler. There isn't much that i found appealing to this song.
The guitar bridges are alright enough to keep you listening but nothing too complicated or
interesting. The lyrics to all the verses are similar and boring. It sounds alright, but not
fantastic

Female Age 30
Rating: 3

I couldn't get into the song it sounded like the go go dolls. I would like them to be a little more
like themselfs please. Maybe add a female singer and i would like to hear some drums in the
background. If it was the 90s i could see this song being a hit song but not now sorry.

Female Age 16
Rating: 6

The instrumental beginning is very beautiful. When the singer begins, the whole song shifts.
The song becomes very vibrant and even more beautiful. The lyrics are also very beautiful.
The voice could be more unique but besides that, it is a very good song. I would listen to this
song again. Even though it is very good, one could get sick of this song very quickly.

Female Age 38
Rating: 8

Intro - the guitar playing is quite beautiful. It made me curious to listen to the rest of the song.
The vocals - the singer's voice fits quite well with the instrumental playing. His voice is so
pleasant and easy to listen to. The song itself - I got a rather Goo Goo Dolls vibe from this
song. I really liked the richness of the instrumental track and the it seemed like a song that
could be played anywhere - radio, workplace, movie soundtrack.

Female Age 23
Rating: 9

I like this song. I think it has a really great melodic contour. There is some imagery associated
with the song. It reminds me of walking through a rainforest. The tempo is decent and the
lyrics make sense. I could listen to this all day long. I would give this a 9/10 as I think it is
nearly perfect. If I could make a suggestion, try adding some more instruments.

Female Age 23
Rating: 10

When listening to the long it has a beat that is calm and serene for the listeners. I like the
message that is heard about love. During the song you can hear that the song is about love
that can end at anytime. When this happens one can become lost and confused in the world.
The acoustics in the song are in all the right places. It draws your attention to lyrics in the song
that are meaningful and need to be addressed.

Female Age 25
Rating: 10

I really enjoyed listening to this song. His voice. the beat. The music. The words. Very moving
song. A relaxing song to listen to after a long day. A wind down song. I would definitely
recommend this song to a few friends and family members to listen to. Definitely my kind of
music. My kind of song. Thanks again.

Male Age 24
Rating: 8

After the first minute of listening to this wonderful music it has given me goose bumps. I guess
this is because the vocals are very clear and the sound quality is also very clear too, a clear
sound quality shows that the artist gives a lot of time and effort into making this music. Good
job and i enjoyed listening to the quality music!

Female Age 20
Rating: 9

The beat of the song is something I usually listen to while I am studying. It is a good song to
listen to if you are just relaxing. I would listen to this song if I was trying to just break away from
the world because it would be a great release song.

Female Age 26
Rating: 8

The intro of the song is very nice and strong. The style of the singer's voice is very nice and
pairs well with the beat of the instrumentals. I do wish that there was a little bit more flow
between each word as it seems a little choppy. I like the overall feel of the song as it's a little
folky mixed with alternative and I'm left singing the song in my head.

Male Age 40
Rating: 6

It is a good song and good back round music but it is not to going to get stuck in someone's
head. And that is what you want In a song. But the song does sound like it was stollen from a
different song. I like how it does show what he is singing about and i think it would be a song to
put on a radio station but I don't think it would sell well on iTunes

Male Age 21
Rating: 4

Very generic lyrics however the instrumental is soothing to listen to at first. I find myself
listening to this anticipating a stronger vocal presence. The songs makes the impression that
there is a build up, a climax, but we're left with none. This song needs more a stronger singer,
the notes that the singer is hitting are very flat and unappealing.

Female Age 17
Rating: 8

I liked the acoustic start to the song to get the listeners attention. It really engaged me in with
the song and then made me want to keep listening. When the lyrics popped in, it got me all
excited! I did not give this song a 10 though, because I ununfortunately did not like the way
the lyrics faded out abruptly instead of slowly and smoothly.

Female Age 19
Rating: 9

Great chords and harmony, appealing to the ear. I like the lyrics and the easy going tempo,
makes it relaxing to listen to. When I first started listening to it I thought It was just another " I
love god" kind of song, but this is something I'd definitly sing in the car or the shower! I didn't
give it a 10 because It got a little repetitive after a while.

Male Age 20
Rating: 8

pro : Very good lyrics and organization , sound quality sounds really good , con : if anything
that i would say to work on would be better pronounciation with your notes, and overall more
of an emplied emphisis to the song as far as that i mean ,it feels like you need to get more in
character acording to the song

Female Age 53
Rating: 8

I love the instrumental part of this song. I think it is a sad song that is nice to hear from a male
singer for a change. Is it a break-up song? Or a song of a broken-hearted man. The music is
on-point. perfectly executed with each instrument playing a part in the story and questions the
man is asking about in the song.

Male Age 17
Rating: 8

It's a beautiful song And it sounds like a sad love song. It really sounds like country music, this
music reminds me of the times when i got to visit my aunt down at swan hill and she put on
country music everyday and i actually loved listening to that sort of music.

Male Age 20
Rating: 7

With a mellow backing track, and an equally soothing voice. This song will transport you on a
long summer road trip, a perfect accompaniment to some post relationship reflection,
evoking feelings of a melancholy happiness. This song is certainly easy to listen to, as well as
being highly relatable, with gentle guitars and a swooping build up that easily let your mind
drift off into a state of dreamlike peacefulness. This song will however sound familiar to any
fan of Ronan Keating or Daniel Bedingfield's solo careers, as perhaps a little soft. Although
filled with emotion, this song does have a tendency to lean towards the more clichéd,
soppier side of pop, with classic lyrics of the one who got away. This song certainly sounds
better with nothing more read into it, as superficially it is a little thin on the lyrical side, a man
singing about the one he loves is certainly not ground-breaking musically. But hey, if it's not
broke, don't fix it, right?

Female Age 20
Rating: 8

This song is very heartfelt and uses acoustic guitars to the best of their possible ability. The
percussion was used in the minimal which added a very soft, sad feel. Overall, the song was
good. The band has a strong core for their music potential. Very well done, there is a very
bright future for you.

Female Age 42
Rating: 4

its a very fast up beat song and it sounds like a nice love song.great for pop music lovers. it
really has some meaning in the words, just about every line.in the beginning of the song there
is a long guitar solo and than you hear the words but most of it is words in the middle of the
song

Male Age 18
Rating: 9

I love the beat and lyrics. It sounds like a song I would totally listen to on a fun weekend or just
a chill day. An Instrumental would also be great for this song. I give it a 9/10! I like how the
pace of it isn't too fast or too slow. This is a hit!

Male Age 22
Rating: 5

This song would be very good for people who like love songs! This song has a really nice
instrumental! The lyrics are okay, but that is my opinion because i don't really like love songs,
but the instrumental is really strong. I would give this a 5 out of 10. Also, the guitar sounds
very good. Definetely a strong song.

Female Age 41
Rating: 6

Beautiful instrumental beginning. Voice wasn't anything unique, Still a beautiful singing
voice.Words are a little repetitive. The lyrics were relevant to a typical relationships, falling in
and out of love. Seems to be a typical love song. I feel it would appeal to a broad audience
not just a female listener.

Female Age 33
Rating: 10

I could definitely see my self listening to this song. Love the soft beat. Good Job. It's a song
that I would sing to my soon to be husband at our wedding dance. Amazing voice. I love the
words, the music isn't "oldies" but it's not that headache music either. Soft tone. Very catchy
tunes.

Female Age 23
Rating: 7

This is a song I would listen to if it came on the radio and has the possibility of being a catchy
tune. I like it! The song has a laid back and kind of mellow vibe. It would be a song to listen to
when you have had a really stressful day and you need to wind down.

Male Age 27
Rating: 4

nice cool song!!! its cool even though its not my type of music i would rate that at the most for
me!!! i would consider it to a friend or two brighter your day smile type music even thought it
alright thank you the kyrics are ciol and nice kind of beat and the instruments use are nice

Female Age 50
Rating: 8

This song has beautiful lyrics, lyrics that can really captivate you. The beat of the song is also
very beautiful. This song kind of reminds me of a older alternative song, and its very good.
The only thing that may been to be improved is that the lyrics are beautiful, but need a little
work, something that tells a bit of a story. I can imagine hearing this on the radio one day!

Female Age 20
Rating: 7

This song is really nice. i can really see myself listening to this when i'm home relaxing,
cleaning, etc. the harmony is mellow it's great to me. i actually love it. so if you like relaxing at
home this would be a great song to listen to. its peaceful and very mellowing

Female Age 15
Rating: 7

I like the beat and rhythm of the song. The meaning was nice but I wasn't able to get it
completely. I only knew it was something to do with love and the sun. I would improve how
clear your voice is as well. I was only able to hear the background instruments and some
parts of your voice. Let your voice over power the instruments. Good Job

Female Age 19
Rating: 8

This song is pretty good . Not my favorite . It's something i would listen to in the car but not
something I would have on my phone. Really think he could have done a little better and not
sound so broke up, but other than that I'd give this song a 8 on a scale 1-10

Female Age 24
Rating: 5

The guitar melody is calm and relaxing, and the lyrics are very matching to the melody which
makes the listener connect. I think there could be a dramatic pause in the middle or the end.
Where the guitar goes off or on a repetitive single beat and you hear just the singers voice to
emphasis the lyrics. I think if you do a love song you need to bold dramatic edge to get the
core message across to listeners. I think this would have potential if it had variation, however
at the moment I think only someone famous could make this a potential hit. If a underground
artist released this I think it would fade away into the background. That being said I really liked
the melody and lyrics I just wanted to hear a bit more and for the song to go out on a bang.

Female Age 20
Rating: 8

Great "chill lounge" song. The melody is very relaxing, and the words are touching, yet not
too emotional. Perfect for the modern coffee shop setting. The voice could use a bit more
emotion - slightly monotone, could use more emotion to be on the same level as the lyrics.
The instrumental portion was well done, I thoroughly enjoyed the sounds, just would say to
improve the voice to make it a solid 10.

Female Age 23
Rating: 7

I like the beginning melody as it harmonizes really well together with the piece. The lyrics are
clear and catchy, making the music really easy to listen to. The lyrics are also meaningful to
me, they seem fun and bubbly but the tune is very solemn, making me want to listen to more
of the song without even needing to. I can relate to the artist in his way of falling in love but not
knowing what to do.

Female Age 20
Rating: 8

I gave this song an eight because i felt like it was a heart felt song ,but it didn't gravitate to me.
The track however was well synced, the melody was on key, but the lyrics were just
repetitive. The song was a little misplaced in the beginning for me. It almost seemed as if it
was a soft pop song. I feel like over all the song was well delivered.

Male Age 45
Rating: 6

The music on this recording is a bit slow in tempo and he guitars are not played with much
conviction, the tempo hurts the vocalist as he is struggling in this Goo Goo Dolls re write, i
found the music to be a rehash of the Goo Goo Dolls meet Lisa Lobe, the tune is dated and
1990s sounding, it is o.k. at best but I feel it is very unoriginal and to much of a cover made
out to appear as an original, retro copied sound and song,lacking originality in my opinion,

Male Age 32
Rating: 10

A really wonderful song. I was mesmerised by the vocalist, he has such a silky smooth tone
and appealing singing style. He really does sing the lyrics with wonderful feeling, but such an
inviting kind of warmth and smoothness to their tone, that you can't help but find them
appealing. The music sounds very professional and classy, with strings and guitar that are
played with grace for the whole song. This song really stands out amongst others, it has
professionalism and some really great vocals. Destined for the radio and the charts.

Male Age 44
Rating: 7

The acoustic guitar sounded really simple ,but it had a great sound quality and really
impressive vocals through the track ,the singer sang with emotion and feeling throughout too
,the bright electric guitar added a spark to the overall sound ,the acoustic strummed
rhythmiclly in the background ,the verses were mellow and good build up to the chorus ,the
lyrics had a good meaning and sung from the heart too.The music was simple ,but it was
effective throughout.

Female Age 51
Rating: 7

Warm and earthy guitar chords start this one off with a very slow vibe. I like the quiet
ambience of the music in the beginning. The man's chords in his voice reminded me of a
singer like from the GooGooDolls, it had the same kind of flair to it. There is quite a nice
background sound to this one at first but I seemed to have gotten tired of it too fast. Sleepy
but easy listening vibe makes the whole energy feel like it was done professionally,
nevertheless. This singer is serious about what he wants to do in the song. He wants to make
the song a very easy going melody that really makes the listener feel romantic and calm.
There is a nice quiet rhythm of the music and the singing matches up with it all. I do not love
the song, it is kind of too quiet and too calming for my mood at the moment. I just don't know if
he is ready to be put on the radio. I am sure he will have fans somewhere, maybe he can
make some youtube videos and take it from there first. After a minute or two it is just really
kind of slow and sleepy melodies for me personally. I would like for him to do something
exciting at least at one point regarding the chorus at least. The beauty of the song shines
through if you already like the style of the genre though, you just have to like it a lot though. I
do like slow tunes but the voice here is too familair like someone else has his style already
too.

Male Age 54
Rating: 8

whilst the opening guitar is not too complicated, mixed with the strings it provides a nice
backdrop to the leads delivery, melodic, and slightly warming. The drum work does give the
track a bit of a kick in places, the track is better for this, giving is something that gets it noticed.
that is apart from the lead vocals, these are really good, the leads delivery is spot in, and the
leads tones sell the track with ease. This is a good track, i really liked the vocals, the make
the track really accessible. a strong middle of the road track.

Female Age 29
Rating: 7

This song was really good . I was really impressed on how the singer was in tact with this
song . He has a great voice and really makes this song meaningful . I would say that the song
gets a little boring because he didn't really sing any high notes but overall his pitch was really
well toned and he delivered with his voice. I think his pitch could have been better but the
song was great to listen to I really enjoyed it . The mood that the song put me in was at
peace.

Female Age 31
Rating: 9

The gentle guitar riffs, followed by the strings and a gentle but effective tempo, really made
this song stand out from other ballads. There are a lot of organic sounds within this particular
song. The guitars work well with the bass and the violins without overwhelming the track. I
believe that the vocals are well performed; the lyrics are clear and performed with good
diction. There needs to be a little more emotion in his performance though. I need to know
why he cares about singing this song. The song breaks area great touch and really show
great musicianship. I would listen to this again.

Female Age 56
Rating: 7

The mellowness of the vocals and the melody reminiscent of the Goo Goo Dolls, "I Just Want
You to know who I Am". The lyrics are phrased with short phrases. The vocalist gives the apt
expression for 'falling out of laughter'. He gives clear to understand articulation. This pleasant
melody is supported by an equally lovely sound by the instrumentals. It sounds very rich, like
its orchestrated. The fullness of the arrangement is probably supported by the keyboards. To
sum it up, the track is given some great tempo, beautiful sound all balanced with the vocals in
this charming melody.

Male Age 38
Rating: 7

The violin comes after the guitar in this, but really steadies the already slow beat of the guitar.
The song must be pretty serious the way it is starting out. The singer sounds good as many
do. So what does his lyrics have to say? That he is lost without a women? Sounds like
everyone ever. He does describe some nice descriptive lyrics in his own way. The song is
pretty and nothing to complain about.

Male Age 55
Rating: 8

A well played acoustic guitar intro leads into a fine score and tuneful, pleasing vocals. The
well written lyrics are engaging with thoughtful lines throughout. A very shapely melody and
chorus. Your track is expertly recorded and produced. A fine arrangement. The score is first
rate, this is a very good track that is very enjoyable to listen to.

Female Age 39
Rating: 9

this sounds good to me. the voice is very easy on the ears and sings the lyrics off the verses
very well. the translation is very good and can be easily understood and followed. it is
believable. i can be a fan of this track. the vocal arrangement is very good. the dynamics of
the melody is very good too. i am a loving the additional orchestra in the mix. though it
sounds grand, it does offer me an intimate tone regardless. this song flows well in its tempo
and tone is easily rides the arrangements of the dynamics. this composition has a definite
potential. i can see this added to a movie soundtrack. it has story line appeal to me.

Male Age 53
Rating: 8

I sounds like the vocals are way too loud in comparison to the music. The music is very nicely
put together and the track starts off very nicely. The acoustic and synth strings work well
together. the vocals are good and have some nice lyrics going on. There are some odd
pauses in the melody where the ends of the melody sort of trail off. iI think it has to be sung a
bit more rather than spoken. Still it's a very solid track.

Female Age 14
Rating: 10

There was certainly a great level of expression and emotion to be found buried in the intro of
this song. The piano chimes are always a great classic instrument used to create any kind of
scene, but the general variety of instruments in this song instantly created a deep, emotional
sad-feeling song. There was a great rhythm used to create this effect and the sounds all
worked together well to echo and compliment eachother as well as supporting eachother. It
was very unique and captured my focus very quickly, as it had a very breathtaking, thought
provoking sound to it. The pitch was very deep and solemn in all the chimes yet sounded light
also, which is a perfect balance. It was very original and I really enjoyed listening to it. The
vocals were just breathtaking also, they perfectly matched with the instrumental and held the
same kind of mood and emotion, both in tone and lyrically. They had the same sad
atmosphere and the same incredible balance and accuracy in pitch and tone. The singer has
a clear natural talent to sing, and performs incredibly in this song; his work completely took
my breath away. The lyrics were so meaningful and so sad yet so relatable to so many
people. They really worked in great sync with the vocals and the backing music. They
boasted excellent originality and were very catchy. My favourite line was 'scars from days I
can't remember' as it shows just how deep and sad the subject is. I also liked the line 'I try to
believe but every day I'm lost without you' as this signifies sadness and loneliness, which
many people will be able to relate with. I would definitely purchase this song and would
cherish the ability to listen to it out of choice. There are absolutely zero faults in it. I absolutely
cannot believe this song has not already received musical recognition. The singer is very
talented and natural, and this is the type of music we need in today's industry.

Male Age 53
Rating: 7

Doleful acoustic guitar melody is matched with dour strings in this quiet love ballad. This is
definitely One Republic territory with a sensitive dude in a tightly controlled vocal
performance that smolders. The rubbery bass and classic rock acoustic strums give way to
big stringed chorus and sentiments of the 'fallout of love'. The lightly gothic emo lyrics are
perfect for the target audience --the romantically challenged young. A little sour for me but its
not for me.

Male Age 19
Rating: 6

The beginning of the song was really slow and some relaxing sounds playing which made it a
really calm listen. I thought the vocalist had a fine voice to work with which was nice too see. I
liked that the tempo kept changing in the song. I think he needed more passion in his voice.

Male Age 32
Rating: 7

There is a strong "iris" by Goo Goo Dolls vibe going on with this song. And because of that, it
actually hurts this song a little bit, because it never soars like that specific song I am forced to
compare to does. I think the vocal are good. I think that the lyrics are good. The musical
arrangement is also good, but good in a way that has already been done and done better. I
guess that sounds like bad news for the artist, but my personal opinion and comparison won't
effect everyone of the world and many will be pleased to find this very solid song.

Female Age 21
Rating: 10

The intro i thought gave you this deep emotion as you listened to it. It isn't every day that you
have a song that can do that to you just from the intro but this certainly has. I loved how it
sounded as the song continued. I think the music was great. It was soft but the guitars
throughout really added more energy to a song, but the guitars certainly didn't outshine the
true meaning of this song. I love the different melodies throughout, even though it is quite
repetitive, it still sounds incredible. I love the lyrics, they are just beautiful. I feel this song can
really mean something to a lot of people, it has a great meaning to it and I just think the
overall sound and the vocals are brilliant. The artist has sung this song exceptionally well, you
can almost feel the emotion as he sings the song - which is what you want in a slow song. I
personally, could listen to this song all day. It is just such a good song. I love it. Great job.

Male Age 18
Rating: 8

Slow acoustics makes a song a lot more smoother, as the song moves on, the music gets
louder and better from here on. The chorus is really good and the lyrics are interesting. The
singer's pop voice is not as upbeat or clear as most pop starts the media listens to today,
which I think his voice works for this song.

Female Age 29
Rating: 5

Hearing the electric bass gentle low strumming while two light beats off a bass drum and one
soft cymbal being hit. Gave this single a lovely sad tune, But then an electric guitar and
regular drum began to pound a faster quicker rhythm. The guy sung in a medium tone that
sounded like most pop/rock male artist. Who aren't really that talented but still some how
manage to becoming popular singers. So yea his voice was very mediocre which didn't
surprise me. And of course since this was a pop/rock song you have to have a electric guitar
fast pace up-beat tone. While a drum-set was banging and clanging some low but clamorous
beats. Which will have fans of all ages pumping their fist in the air and singing to the music.
Yet i hope he can branch out and not be like every other artist of this genre. He needs to try
to practice singing so his voice can grow and become stronger.

Female Age 31
Rating: 7

This song had a slow tempo and was very calming and relaxing. The lyrics were heartfelt and
preformed with emotion. The hook was different than the verses so it broke up the song and
made it more interesting. The vocals were good. There was not a lot of variety in range of
notes but all of the notes were on key. The singer had a natural casual talent and he didn't
have to try hard to sound good. Everything blended well and I think this song will be a hit. It
reminds me very much of the Goo Goo Dolls.

Male Age 26
Rating: 7

This was a pretty good song to listen to. I enjoyed it. Honestly the sound made me think of the
Goo Goo Dolls. Instrumentally the song was quite good. The use of simple sounds to build a
more complex sound was interesting to say the least. And the song was still able to hold a
strong rhythm and beat throughout the song. It was a bit repetitive as the song progressed
though. And the column balance between the music and the artiest was off. The artist vocals
sounded fine. But way quieter than the music. The music almost drowned out the artists
voice. So find a way to balance that so the vocals can harmonize with the music. Lyrically the
song was easy to understand. The message was good. And it was done in a different way.
Which was nice and refreshing. I think if the song fixed the balance between the music and
artiest this could be a radio hit.

Female Age 25
Rating: 10

A lovely and tuneful introduction that is well played and steady. It is a smooth way to start a
track and i thought it held plenty of potential. It establishes a lovely melody and creates a
confident beat. The vocal transition begins comfortably and i was impressed by the
production quality. The vocalist has a fantastic voice, it is raw and edgy and really stand sour
from the rest of the genre. He is putting on a passionate and confident performance that
keeps the audience enthralled. The melody has a pretty shape to it, it is vibrant and bright
with some well chosen lyrics. They help to create a natural flow. The instrumental is classical
and supportive with enough layers to carry the audience through the track.

Male Age 41
Rating: 9

Great acoustic guitar beginning that is played very well with composure and elegance. This a
very melancholic sound that you would play when you slightly down. The male vocals have
lots of feeling in them and you can hear the artists pain. The lyrical content is very meaningful
to the artist. I think all the components of this song are great and work very well.

Female Age 15
Rating: 7

I liked this song. My favorite part of the song was the chorus, and the instrumental part at the
end.Nothing in particular really stood out to me in this song, but the one instrumental solo
towards the end of the song was my favorite part. The vocals were also very nice. This song
is definitely something that I would imagine playing on my pandora station. I would
recommend this song to my friends.

Female Age 22
Rating: 8

The instruments being played in this song sound very dramatic and make you want to listen. I
think that they have a very unique sound to them that is very original. He has a beautiful soft
voice. This song reminds me of christian music. I think that the higher pitches are the most
interesting

Male Age 42
Rating: 9

I am enjoying the sounds in the intro, I am fully relaxed while anticipating what comes next. I
love what comes next. These vocals have so much warmth and expression in their tones.
The lyrics are incredible as I am connected to his story. I feel that he is lost without this
person and I am sure we can all relate on some level. This melody is gorgeous, such a
catchy tune. The louder dynamics are perfect, it really holds my attention and adds to the the
mood in the story line. The harmony is very well done, all of these sounds interact
wonderfully. I can't say enough good things about the way he sings. He stands out and would
easily be on the charts once played on the radio. This is a song I will not forget.

Female Age 24
Rating: 9

the introduction is melancholy it make s me think that something is deep. I love the lyrics tone
of voice it is raspy. The lyrics are interesting which make me more interested in tuned to listen
to the song. Overall to me the lyrics are meaningful. The overall structure of the song to full
and it is rich . Overall I think that the song is great and I fell like the song should be played on
the radio.

Male Age 31
Rating: 8

The guitar on this track starts it off nicely it has a cool melody I would say. And when love
shuts the world out we'll go on... and every day i'm lost without you" These are lyrics that sum
up this track. It is a bit like a hippy love song. Male vocal is good though he has skill. So this
one gets an 80 perecent score from me today. Nice harmony and good drum beat here. This
matches the mood of the track. Will probably chart in top 12

Female Age 50
Rating: 9

A slow wispy guitar strumming with violins in the background start. A male sings with a clear
robust way about love. The guitar, drums and violins intertwine in a soothing rustic way. It is a
song perfect for a back ground song for a love story movie. It is good swaying of notes and
passion.

Female Age 17
Rating: 9

I think this artist has so much potential. He is so talented and I think he is really good with what
he does. This is my first time back on here in a couple days and I was worried this would not
be a good experience for right now . But the music was good , it was slow but I was very
impressed with this artist . I am not usually a fan of slow music but this was really good. The
artists voice was beautiful and I was so happy that I enjoyed this . I love giving out good
reviews and hearing good music , and this was definitely good music . The rhythm was
amazing and it was just really good sounding with his voice. I loved the chorus it think the
chorus always has the really good sounding part as luckily for me the chorus plays more than
once. I think this was a really beautiful song to listen to and I know many people would like it.

Male Age 27
Rating: 9

the guitar at the start makes you feel like you're back in the good ole days of high school
when good music was put out like this. The vocalist speaks with his heart and is on point. the
treble and bass are higher quality than most songs in this genre. the electric guitar is on point
and fits perfectly with this song. High quality music and would be recommend for a radio
release.

Female Age 18
Rating: 9

I love this song. The instruments that are being used complement the song very well. The
lead singer's vocals blend very well with the instruments. The lyrics make you realize a lot of
things that are going on in your awakening life. The lead singer is very talented as well is his
band in the background. I love this song. It opened my eyes.

Male Age 13
Rating: 8

The tone was very good. The vocals and the instruments complemented one another. The
mood was exceptional. I really liked the solos too, as contributed to the excellence of the
song. Overall I rated the song a 8 and I believe that it has huge potential to be great. That is
because it is amazing and deserves a record deal signing. With the signing the song can be
a hit!

Female Age 22
Rating: 8

Loved the progression of the song! Very soothing instrumentals that led into the vocal verse
very well. There is an awkward pause about a minute in, where the vocals cut out and the
instrumentals continue (however, the instrumentals are not like a guitar hook - they are rather
bland). The vocalist is pretty good and matches the mood of the song quite well. However, I'd
like to see some more emotion on the part of the vocalist and more variability in terms of the
instrumentals (as in, you could try cutting out the drums in some parts to allow the vocals or
strings to shine more).

Female Age 34
Rating: 5

Artist has a way of expressing himself threw his lyrics. The song has a nice sound to it. The
artist has a voice that anyone would love. The sound is different. Any label would eat this
song. Everyone loves a love song. So glad there is no reverb on this tack. The melody in this
track definitely can be heard threw out the son. I think the mix of the song was done well.

Male Age 16
Rating: 10

Music is a beautiful part of humanity that will always continue to grow. I just heard this song
and completely fell in love with it. it is a beautifully written piece of work. This makes me think
in a peaceful state that can't be broken. This song will without a doubt be put in a bright place
at the bottom of my heart. I would highly recommend this song!

Female Age 28
Rating: 7

This record had an introduction with strings that was really soothing, and good to hear after
only hearing upbeat songs all the time. The singer had a nice voice, it was also pretty
expressive. I think it meshed well with the style of the song. The lyrics were the greatest part
of this song. They were well written and you can tell there was some thought out into it. They
also seem very heartfelt. This song had simple instrumentation. This could be a hit record. I
don't think of the radio though, only because it was rather slow.

Male Age 78
Rating: 7

Guitar at the beginning was beautiful and the speed was perfect. Vocals were outstanding
and drums were also really superb. The lyrics were not very good though. Too many love
songs now a days. Almost every song is about love. The rest of the song carried on well and
kept me in to it. 7 out of 10

Female Age 19
Rating: 8

The guitar is smooth and presents an easy going introduction into wonderful vocals. The
wonderful vocals are accompanied by fantastic lyrics which of course make the song even
better. I enjoyed the melody that went along with everything. This song elicited vivid imagery
and told a beautiful story. The chorus mesmerized me!!

Male Age 20
Rating: 6

Sounds pretty good to me. The sharpness isn't that bad. I wouldn't sweat that too much. It
does sound pretty 'white' though. Good for you not using autotune, you'd never improve if you
started using that crutch right now. Nice voice, lots of promise as armistice said. I like the
rhythm and instrumentals.

Male Age 20
Rating: 8

slow and calm start to the song, great use of the guitar. I think this is a very relaxing song and
is great when your in a mood to just relax. vocals and lyrics come in to the song very well. i
dont usually listen to these sort of songs but i am definately interested in listening to this one
and others like it more often. overall great song. 8 out of 10 from me.

Female Age 24
Rating: 10

The struming of the guitar really brings you in. This is a song you can really lay back, and
listen to. While writing especially for me this is something I can purely relate to. The drummer
was simply outstanding. The instrumental background was very well balanced. I love the
male vocalists voice! He really has a nache for this. His voice was beyond words, very
tuneful to say the least! I truly enjoyed listening to this track. The words were so very
meaningful as if they were coming straight from his heart. What a creative track!

Female Age 26
Rating: 9

Very nice acoustic guitar sound, clean and neat. I love the instrumentals at the beginning,
beautiful melody. The voice is just amazing, lots of character, texture and color. It is indeed a
beautiful voice and it melts perfectly with the music. The lyrics are very good and what s most
important, very well performed. The drums and the rythmic base sounds great as well. This is
a great song guys!

Female Age 19
Rating: 9

i absolutely love the acoustic guitar beautiful. plus his voice complements this song well. id
definitely share this with people. whats it called? it carries so smoothly its really enjoyable. it
being a love song it has to be smooth and i think it nailed it here. it was beautiful

Female Age 40
Rating: 9

intro is well balanced and atmospheric. it makes me feel relaxed. i like the way the lyrics are
added then fade back then drop back in and the cleaver pick up leading back into 2nd verse.
lyrics are inspirational. structure of verses and instrumentals are building and engaging. singer
has melodic tone to his voice. very relaxing structure.

Female Age 15
Rating: 8

I love this song. It's one of my favorite. I love everything about it. It has nice lyrics. The singer
has a nice voice but the only thing he has to work I find is his voice emotion. But actually I
mistaken on song lol.but it's still a great song. The chorus and verses are great. The
instrumental is really nice I love how they made it sound slow and nice it brings a great vibe
into the song.

Female Age 26
Rating: 9

The melody is very nice. It has a haunting feel mixed with heart ache. The vocalists talent is
easy to hear from note one. The rhythm is amazing. The vocalist stays right in time with the
music. They just seem to go together perfectly. The harmony is well done. The lyrics are nice.
It is hard to write a love song that hasn't been done before, but I believe this song contains
just enough unique lyrics to do it.

Male Age 33
Rating: 7

The introduction was perfectly subdued, which contrasted nicely with the opening vocal lines.
the vocals were clear and bright, sitting strongly in the mix. This song reminded me a lot of the
90's Googoo Dolls delivering soft pop music about inoffensive things, but with the sort of
attention to dynamics and edge only a rock band pays attention to. Fans of the Googoo Dolls
will love this artist! The synth strings were a bit cliche, and the acoustic guitar wash was
predictable, but together make for a strong presentation. I'd like to see a little more depth in
the mix for the drums to make this song a bit more masculine.

Female Age 29
Rating: 8

I really like the way the instruments lead into the song with a sharp and lingering beat. The
rhythm has a deep and solid sound that I hope gets recognized. Tone and harmonies give
the song more depth and style. Instruments sound decent and wonderful. The recording
quality was fantastic and the performance will be talked about for a long time.

Female Age 45
Rating: 9

I like the beginning of this song, it sounds very professional and well produced. The singer
has a strong voice and delivers the lyrics with clarity. The listener is drawn into this song
instantly. I love that they lyrics offer a story rather than being simply a noise. The arrangement
is first class with a perfect mix and blend of well played instruments. The arrangement
harmonizes well with the singer's vocals. He has a melting and rich vice with good tone and
pitch and hits all the notes well. I love the instrumental solo but feel that this could do with
perhaps being slightly longer. I can tap long to the beat of this song and the lyrics are
memorable and sweet. I love it.

Female Age 27
Rating: 9

The introduction to this song was a little drawn out and the instrumental between singing was
also a little to long as well. The singer has a familiar voice that reminds me of some of the
popular singers that are on the radio today. This song would definitely make a good radio hit.

Female Age 55
Rating: 10

A favorable beginning with a soft melody for an introduction. Well shaped melody. Lyrics:
positively nice and soft. I can hear the words nicely. The flow of the words are admirable.
Harmony is excellent. Admirable satisfying sound with the words to go with it. Instruments are
soft very attractive sound. Processing a warm rich effect. A nice song to sit by the fireplace
and enjoy a cup of hot chocolate. Very well a hit in my book!

Female Age 21
Rating: 9

Into is really good. The music sounds fantastic and the buildup is really good. Lyrics are very
good and the singing is very well. Amazing song and I love it! Something I could slow dance
to at a wedding and a song I would love to buy. Everything fits together. Cant find anything
wrong with it

Female Age 38
Rating: 8

This song sounds like a christian song, its very calm and peaceful. Its like a love song too. he
instruments that are played are the guitar, drums and more. The singer has a nice voice and
sounds a little sad tho. The beat is very relaxing and melody goes along with the beat and
the tempo. The lyrics are positive and I think it will sell at the stores and on the radio too. Its a
song good enough for little ears and all ages because it talks about love and good things not
bad things or cursing. Theres no negativity about this song at all, I like it very much.

Male Age 18
Rating: 7

I think the intro to the song is atmospheric and it has a good bet that sets up the song. I think
that the melody is interesting but not to tuneful. The lyrics are clear and you can make them
out easily. The rhythm to the song is pretty good as well, just not to upbet.

Male Age 21
Rating: 7

I really enjoy listening to this song. The guitar in the beginning really establishes the mood of
the song. I enjoy the music more than the actual lyrics which could rhyme more. I feel like
there are a lot of pauses in the song that are unnecessary. I will give this song a 7/10
because I feel that this song has the potential to be much better.

Male Age 16
Rating: 8

I like the intro, it's like a melody from heaven. When you start to sing, your voice attracts me
too much. It has enough power and warmth to melt my heart away, guy! I like the lyrics as
well and you sing emotionally. You're like angel from that heaven, you really know what you
have to do with this song to attract your listeners. But I think it'll be much better if you show
some high notes to emphasize some important words. However, it's such a great
performance. I give you 8. See you next time with more more great performances, guy with
angelic voice!

